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Overview 

 What is RNABuilder? 
 Turning base-pairing contacts into 

3D structure 
 Multiple-template threading 
 Morphing large complexes  
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RNABuilder basics 

 Works in internal coordinates 
 Can apply any observed base-

pairing interaction 
 Collision detecting spheres 

approximately recover sterics 
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Internal coordinates lets you 
choose bond mobilities 

  For each stretch of residues, 
you decide: 
 Free:  All variable (bond 

lengths, angles, and 
dihedrals) 

 Torsion:  Only dihedrals 
can vary 

 Rigid: All fixed. 

Torsion 

Rigid 
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Turning base pairs into 3D 
structure 

 Crystallography is hard 
 Base pairing contacts can be 

obtained by cheap experiments or 
theory 

 We did this for P4P6 .. 
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Threading RNA onto multiple 
templates 

 Threading: the structural matching of a RNA 
sequence onto “template” molecules from the 
same or different species 

 We will take an Azoarcus group I intron 
sequence and thread it onto template 
fragments from Twort and Tetrahymena 
 Structure much larger than Molecular 

Dynamics can handle 
 Inserted regions (with no template) can be 

modeled using our base pairing forces. 
 Can use multiple target fragments 
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Morphing the ribosome 

 We can break the complex into rigid 
blocks 

 One block can contain multiple 
molecules, likewise one molecule can 
span multiple blocks, connected with a 
flexible hinge 

 Threading forces align the blocks with a 
target structure 

 The tRNAs are held in by base pairing 
forces and adjust as the subunits move 
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Conclusions 
 RNABuilder technology 

 Internal coordinate mechanics 
 Base-wise force field 
 Approximate sterics 

 Turns 2D contacts into 3D structure 
 Can do multiple-template threading 
 Can morph large complexes 
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Distribution 

 available from SimTK.org 
 contact me scflores@stanford.edu 
 Simbios runs RNA modeling 

workshops -- sign up   
SimbiosFeedback@stanford.edu 
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